Autumn Trips
Personal bespoke hikes taking you off the beaten track
Top landscapes to explore in Granada’s fall 2016

Discovering the water of
the Alhambra
GRANADA CITY CENTER

A two hour walk discovering the origin
of the water of the Alhambra: the exact
point where the irrigation channel
that comes from the valley connects
with the gardens of the Generalife, the
way that the water passes from the
Generalife hill to the Alhambra and,
finally, the point where it returns to the
river closing the circle.
Duration: 2 hours 30 minuts
Price: 25 €/person
Meeting point: At the end of the
Paseo de los Tristes, at the “Rey Chico”
bridge

Cahorros de Monachil

SIERRA NEVADA NATURAL PARK

With its wild flowers, fruit trees, a
cascading and Tibetan bridges to cross
the gorge, the lush Monachil valley is
a one of the most beautiful areas for
walking near Granada.
Duration: 4 hours
Price: 40 €/person
Meeting point: Granada train station

PLEASE ASK PRICES FOR MORE
THAN 4 PEOPLE
Prices include:
• Experienced, qualified, bilingual
local guide
• Explanations about natural history
and heritage
• Transportation
• Full insurance

www.sierraysol.com

Dehesa del Camarate
SIERRA NEVADA NATIONAL PARK

The number one spot in both Granada
and the Sierra Nevada to experience
the colours of Autumn is “La Dehesa del
Camarate”. Looking like an enchanted
forest with its untouched sub-humid
Mediterranean mixed forest of both
evergreen and deciduous trees. A gift
for our senses and impossible to forget.
Duration: 9 hours. 8:00-17:00
Price: 65 €/person
Meeting point: Granada train station

La vereda de la Estrella
SIERRA NEVADA NATIONAL PARK

A classic hike in Sierra Nevada,
especially in autumn, when the maple
trees, oaks, gall oaks, wild roses and
other deciduous plants offer a wide
range of colors.
While walking through this steep valley
you will gaze at stunning scenery with
the north faces of the three highest
peaks of the mountain range in front of
you.
Duration: 7-8 hours. 8:00-17:00
Price: 55 €/person
Meeting point: Granada train station

The Magical Alpujarra
SIERRA NEVADA NATURAL PARK

La Alpujarra is a magical region located
on the southern slopes of the Sierra
Nevada range. Its white villages are
literally perched on the mountain.
The landscape is a wonderful blend
of natural vegetation and fruit trees
growing on hand made terraces built
centuries ago.

Reservations: contact us at least
two days in advance
Email: mtm@sierraysol.com
Phone: (+34) 666 405 811

Duration: 6-7 hours. 8:00-16:00
Price: 60€/person
Meeting point: Granada train station

www.sierraysol.com

Prices for two people minimum.
Different prices depending on the
number of participants.

